Transform Trust believes it’s children are entitled to broad horizons, opportunity and high aspirations for
themselves. Children in our schools deserve to be inspired and challenged, enabling them to develop their
unique potential to the full.
Academic achievement is important to Transform but preparing children for life requires more than this. TED
is intended to:
 Enrich cultural capital
 Empower children as agents of change through the Transform values
 Engage children in citizenship
 Develop children’s holistic identity and personal view
 Develop leadership and independence
Each child will tackle TED through an individually tailored programme designed to suit their specific personal
co-curricular interests, skills and development needs. This will be scaffolded by Transform values. The children
will be encouraged to reflect on how their learning may unify into a single coherent learning experience for
the future.
TED’s aim is to inspire children to develop skills, talents and character through a wide range of activities, using
their curiosity and creativity to find ways of achieving their potential. Having the confidence and drive to live
out the Transform values.
This enrichment opportunity will take Transform children beyond the usual to deliver a range of memorable
experiences to surprise and delight. It will link to Transform’s curriculum, bringing breadth to educational
experience and allowing for a more personalised approach.
The Transform Trust community will celebrate the children’s achievement at the end of each stage.







Every Transform child to participate in each activity (2018-19 induction to TED. Foundation and Year
1, 3 and 5 complete full. Years 2, 4 and 6 select from menu of activities as shown on the overleaf)
Schools to display as appropriate
Foundation TED’s presented in school
Year 1+2 TED’s presented on completion at the end of Year 2 by a member of the Transform team
Year 3+4 TED’s presented on completion at the end of Year 4 by a Trustee
Year 5+6 TED’s graduation at the University on completion at the end of Year 6

For more information please contact Claire Stafford: claire.stafford@transformtrust.co.uk

Year
1+2

Foundation
1+2

TED

Value

Kindness

Respect

STRAND
Personal
Challenge

Sport

Build a den.

Play some sports.

Have a go at riding a
bike or trike.

Take part in an active
club.

Make a musical
instrument using
natural materials or
make a kite.

Take part in an active
challenge set by
Transform.

Volunteer/
Community

Leadership

Trip/Event

Arts/Culture

Digital

Make cakes for
community visitors.

Teach a friend or family
member a new skill.

Meet some animals.

Display art outside.

Use an app to explore
another place.

Do a leaf or bark
rubbing.

Make and fly a paper plane.

Camp in a field or
garden and cook on a
camp fire.

Experience a live
performance.

Link with a local
community group either in
person or virtually.
Raise money for a local
charity.

Become part of a pupil
voice committee.

Plant within your own
locality.

Present to a group of
people i.e. parents,
another class.

Year
3+4

Catch a variety of balls.

Creativity

Care for an animal.-

Run a mile.

Perform a song in
another language.

Try a sport you have
never tried before.

Raise money for a national
charity.

Try doing origami.

Year
5+6

Prepare a healthy meal.

Equality

Learn some
conversational sign
language.

Plant it, grow it, eat it cook a meal for someone
else.

Do some orienteering
and/or represent your
school in an event.
Try a water- based
activity.

Take part in a debate with
an MP or Councillor.
Link a project to
community action week.
Develop a project linked to
a local food bank.

Learn some basic first
aid
Plan and lead a
school/class assembly

Enterprise endeavourLeadership for children
Programme.

Visit a place of worship.
Take park in a treasure
hunt.

Go on a tram or train.
Experience another
Transform Trust school.

Look at The Houses of
Parliament, a
University, Town Hall,
Council House, local
business or court.
Take part in a
residential
Go on a bike ride. –

Make an E-Book.
Use AI or Google Expeditions
to explore another city or
country.

Work with a local artist and
display.
Play a musical instrument
and perform to an audience.
Enter an art competition.

Perform in front of an
audience.
Display some art in a public
space.

Make a movie trailer.
Send an email to a Transform
pen pal.

Create a podcast.
Create a green screen
presentation or news report.

